Mooring site A was reached at 12:10 and a CTD profile recorded. Winds were 12 – 16 m s-1
from south of west. The telemetry ADCP was released at 12:19, sighted on the surface at
12:22, on deck at 12:42 and its ballast weight on deck at 12:49. The waves ADCP was
released at 13:17, sighted on the surface at 13:21, on deck at 13:35 and its ballast weight on
deck 13:49. The blanking plug from the recovered Sea Bird SBE16plus was removed from
this frame and fitted to the frame about to be deployed. There was superficial corrosion on
the burn wire releases. The replacement waves ADCP was deployed at 14:07. It was too
rough for SmartBuoy operations so a course was set for Mersey buoy Q1 to see if the
wandering telemetry toroid could be located, which it was, a cable south of Q1, at 53º 30.82´
N 3º 16.62´ W. The buoy was recovered between 14:41 and 15:20, it taking several attempts
to grapple. The reason the buoy was drifting was now apparent – the end of the mooring
chain was free, the boss hook attaching the anchor clump was missing. The chain itself was
polished showing that it had been dragging on the sea bed and acting as a limited anchor,
which was presumably why the buoy had not drifted far.

Figure 1. Cruise track.
We returned to the mooring site and commenced the 25 hour station at 16:00, with CTD
profiles and water samples on the hour and CTD profiles alone on the half hour. By 02:00 on
6 April conditions had deteriorated, with winds up to 23 m s-1, and CTD operations were
stopped. The situation was reviewed at 10:00 with winds 12 – 15 m s-1 from the south west
and a trial CTD recorded. Although successful the sea state was too rough, the wire kept on
snatching, for safe CTD operations to continue. We steamed closer inshore, to site 11, in the
hope the sea might be calmer, but it was still too rough to work. An acoustic search for the
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